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Abstract—The article is devoted to user-centered design (UCD) applied to the development process of the point of sale software. The influence of UCD methodology on the whole project’s progress and its results is described alongside with exemplary user interface designs. In particular, there is a ribbon menu elaborated with the results of the user experience evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The software supporting point of sale (POS) operations is a common branch in computer industry. Although there are many solutions on the market, the variable users’ requirements and changing law regulations still open the new opportunities to develop dedicated POS applications.

The operations at the retail desk take place frequently through all the working shift, therefore the human-computer interaction (HCI) for the POS software should be optimized to reduce time and guarantee the comfort of usage and reliability during repetitive activities. This reason makes the research in this area especially interesting and worth thorough experiments, regardless of potential organizational difficulties.

II. STATE OF THE ART

There is a growing interest in human factors in contemporary computing. User experience and human-computer interaction issues are vital parts of almost every software project. Moreover, the agile methodologies focusing at the user are becoming more and more popular, with user-centered design in the lead.

The user interface of popular office applications has evolved for a long time, from terminal mode, keyboard shortcuts, textual menu, dedicated graphical menus until pull-down menus and adaptable toolbars [1], which became a part of modern operating systems. The unified graphical user interface (GUI) improved the user experience especially in terms of learnability. Next GUI improvements introduced sets of standard controls and consistent look-and-feel, especially when it comes to mobile operating systems with touch screens.

Nowadays, the most progressive desktop user interface for the set of options and controls is the ribbon menu, introduced for the first time by Microsoft Corporation in Office 2007 suite. Despite the legal controversies, this kind of interface proved to be efficient and becomes common. It is a good example of implementation of Fitts’s law [2] into computer GUI, giving the comfort of usage even for the people with lesser computer literacy.

There are continuous works on user interface design described in literature [3][4][5][6]. The research in the field of modern ribbon-based user interfaces is widely elaborated in [7][8][9][10][11]. Authors of [12][13] discuss some interesting applications of ribbon menus, while [14] gives a review of sophisticated interfaces of medical devices. Examples for alternative, adaptable interfaces and interactions designed to support disabled persons are given in [15][16][17][18] and [19]. Novel methods of interaction design for multimedia applications and computer games are discussed in [20] and [21].

The ribbon interface was strongly supported while its introduction in the MS Office suite, even with the use of gamification. Therefore Microsoft game ”Ribbon Hero” is mentioned by many publications in that field [22][23][24].

The general philosophy behind the User-centered design (UCD) term is involving users in the design process of the computer system. Users’ participation level can vary. It can be limited to consulting, observations and testing. On the other hand, the users can be intensively involved throughout every stage of the development as actual partners. UCD clearly supports and complements the other agile methodologies, being probably the most general framework incorporating human-computer interface and user experience factors into the software development process.

User-centered design is the subject of many research projects, from theory [25][26], through formal [27], up to real life examples [28][29]. The topics regarding evaluation of the user experience are covered by [30], [31] and [32].

III. MOTIVATION AND METHODS

The presented research work is motivated by the author’s observations during a real-world development process of the point of sale (POS) software. While the POS applications are quite common, there is a significant specialization in this kind of software, and due to diversity in business operations, the dedicated solutions happen very often. The incorporation of the user-centered design paradigm is natural in this case, as the users’ needs can vary strongly.
This case study includes all the development stages of the POS software and presents some valuable insights from the software engineering point of view, because of the long period of monitoring, internal author’s involvement in the development team and wide commitment of the actual users. It is worth noting, that the total timespan of the described development cycles is wider than ten years, covers several versions of the IDE tools and includes surveys from several dozen of employees. This way it illustrated the changes in the computer industry and human perception for one of the common software categories.

In the initial stage of the development of POS software, the general assumptions for the project were defined through experts’ brainstorming and surveying potential users during face-to-face interviews and panel discussions. The experts – IT development team and customer’s management staff – drew conclusions from the review of the out-of-the-box ready POS software. Examined software packages were in general too complex and did not cooperate well with external hardware, especially fiscal printers (popular in Poland model Vento) – there was no option to include salesman identification in the receipt. The other inconvenience forced the operator to close a shift and begin another with every change of person at the desk, which did to fit into manner of work in the customer’s retail network, taking too much time. In the end, the stock operations were too complex for the small retail shops, forcing to create shipping and delivery notes, as well as queue priorities (LIFO/FIFO) and variable prices for the articles.

Therefore the need of software targeting small and medium-sized retail companies, with limited financial resources, operating by users with average computer skills was formulated. Issues related to this category of family business often determine applicable technical solutions [33][34].

On the other hand, the potential users – salesmen – formulated the following, comprehensive list of additional requirements and remarks:

- informative, simple graphical interface and set of operations,
- fast processing, especially while scrolling data in the grid, containing a few thousands of articles,
- focus at article search and filtering, taking into account many attributes,
- fast login and switching of users – there may be several salesmen on one shift in the same time,
- easy operations helping to avoid errors, so only one open receipt at the time, all discounts per receipt,
- fast access to the stock level for the article, editable at any time without dedicated shipping/delivery notes,
- possibility to use negative stock levels, to support mid-shift deliveries,
- adaptation to the formal Polish law regulations, fully Polish interface,
- proper, fast and stable communication with fiscal printers,
- convenient reports, fiscal and statistical, giving informative results about the efforts of particular employees,
- barcodes printing on the ordinary printer and self-adhesive paper sheets,
- browser of archive receipts with filtering,
- cash payments and withdrawals support,
- different payment methods: cash, credit/debit card, gift cards.

It is clear, that partially the recommendations from the experts were parallel to the users’ remarks.

These to sets of requirements were elaborated by the development team with the usability in mind, taking into account the main attributes of proper user experience, distinguished in [35]: efficiency, satisfaction, learnability, memorizability and faultlessness. Consequently almost all requirements were incorporated in the very first version of the POS software, which had to be prepared in the very short time – about two weeks – due to deadlines set by the customer (small retail network).

The POS software is based on a data grid, overlapping almost the whole screen (see Fig. 1). For the fastest possible operations it was designed as desktop Windows application using local database. This way it matched requirements for low budget (no need for server hardware and software) and allowed easy integration with SDK for the fiscal printers. The development IDE was Embarcadero RAD Studio, generating pure win32 applications, with excellent database connectivity components and known for solid backwards compatibility. This choice profited in the future, when subsequent version of POS software appeared without struggle for adapting changed APIs. Nowadays, thanks to multiphase capabilities introduced meanwhile to RAD Studio compilers, there is a possibility to port the software to different desktop operating systems: macOS and Linux without great effort, or use it as a base for mobile applications running at Android or iOS [36].

There were three main software versions developed during the further development of the POS application basing on UCD methodology. They are thoroughly elaborated in the following section.
IV. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

The programmers team developed three main versions of the POS application, having of course many subversions with minor improvements. They were developed in subsequent iterations and in general the system was immediately upgraded to the newest version available. The first version had a classic MS Windows pull-down menu and the set of functionality needed to perform sale operations. This version has been used for a long time on rather budget computers with small monitor screens. There was no need to customize font sizes in the data grid and only essential fiscal reports were available.

The second main version of the GUI for POS application, shown in Fig. 2, had a MS Ribbon menu (introduced in MS Office 2007) with three colour themes analogous to standard settings in Microsoft Windows (Luna, Obsidian, Silver). This ribbon had skeuomorphic look-and-feel with the characteristic yellow focus. It also mimicked the most confusing behaviour of genuine MS Ribbon: hiding the ribbons after double click on the menu option. In this state the ribbon menu is losing one of the main advantages in comparison to common pull-down menu, as the controls are not visible without extra click needed to unfold the ribbon. The introduction of the ribbon interface was partially inspired by some of the surveyed users, showing interest in a "modern" look of the software. The second reason was the management’s need to simplify user logging from every ribbon tab, coloured discount warning, direct preview of daily income on the ribbon, simplified user logging – fast selection of the user, and user logging from every ribbon tab.

The third, developed recently version of POS terminal software introduced novel visual appearance based on MS Office 2016 GUI guidelines as a consequence of development accord- ing to current trends. This time consulting users suggested to stick to one colour scheme, so the blue one was chosen. In this version for the first time the non-standard component from third-party software vendor was used, as standard RAD Studio development environment does not provide modern looking ribbon components due to licensing problems described above. An introduction of AlmediaDev BusinessSkinForm suite provided flat Office 2016 ribbon (Fig. 3) and the other controls, but it also required another set of source code refactorings.

These circumstances indicate that legal issues can affect software engineering development process: slow it down or even enforce extra costs.
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Here are some other improvements introduced according to users’ suggestions and cooperation during the UCD-driven development process:

- direct preview of daily income on the ribbon,
- coloured discount warning,
- simplified user logging – fast selection of the user,
- user logging from every ribbon tab,
• font size customization and other HDPI screen improvements,
• alternate row colours in the grid,
• planned availability for the article – ordering simplification,
• inventory report.

There are somewhat complex improvements in the list, as well as minor visual changes. Anyway, they help the users in more efficient work and suite perfectly to their actual needs.

The ribbon interface was in fact introduced experimentally only at the moment, when the appropriate components in the development IDE became available. Because the users signalled the interest in similar solutions before, there was a positive reception of this novelty. Most of the users pointed out the high visual compatibility with the other modern applications (i.e. Microsoft Office). Some more objective factors are of course worth noting also, as for example better visibility of controls, shorter learning path and better memorizability.

The standard ribbon interface is less adaptable than classic pull-down menus, as the ribbon tabs are in general still in the same sequence with exactly the same set of controls. This approach can be inconvenient in very complex, huge and multifunctional applications (which miss the place in the ribbon for enormous count of options). Although, when it comes to properly designed software with well defined functionalities, this method meets users’ expectations.

This kind of unification becomes especially valuable, when the user model for the software is variable, because of different professional experience of the users. In this case the fixed GUI is acceptable for power users and simultaneously easy to learn for beginners.

V. EVALUATION OF THE USER EXPERIENCE

There were 25 users involved into the UCD process: full-time employees, management staff and some interns. The level of commitment clearly differed depending on the particular job position. Computer skills of the users were in general similar, as majority of them knew the basics of Windows operating system and popular Office applications from the school. For two senior employees computerized POS was a complete novelty and they were significantly against it. We observed classic difficulties, as for example tendency to learn exact sequences of keystrokes without monitoring the system response. Sometimes these less experienced users were just ignoring the messages, and moreover – were not even able to remember the general meaning of the messages.

Except these problems at the very beginning of the development of POS system, all the users were successfully using the application, the barcode reader and the fiscal printer. Although not all users were employed for the whole time of the development process, the remarks from them were valuable and useful for the rest of the crew.

The first version of the application had just 5 users working with very budget desktop computers (Pentium II class), next the shops network increased, eventually reaching 20 users. Nowadays, the application is utilized on very wide set of computer systems, from common desktop ones, up to modern all-in-one machines with touch screens (as Dell OptiPlex 3030 – see Fig. 4) or laptops (as hybrid Lenovo Flex). Direct connection with fiscal printer forces usage of MS Windows machines, but touch screens are sort of game changer here, because younger salesmen are very familiar with this technology and use it intuitively. This way the user experience gap between classic desktop applications and mobile world narrows.

UCD was involved at every stage of the development, from the first general project, up to the newest ribbon-based application. The main methods of evaluation for the overall user experience were face-to-face surveys and observations of users’ behaviour in real world POS installations. This way a very strong relation between development team and final users was built, which is distinctive for agile methodologies. While all these methods were rather informal, the resulting software become a stable and reliable solution supporting POS operations.

Fig. 4. POS application during user experience tests at the complete workplace, equipped with credit card terminal, Dell all-in-one computer running Windows 10, barcode scanner and fiscal printer Vento.

Fig. 5. The advantage of ribbon menu against ordinary pull-down one. For some controls mouse track can be two times shorter and there is only one click needed.
The users of the final product were also surveyed by more formal paper questionnaires. We asked about the overall satisfaction from the usage of the system (Q1), does the ribbon interface have a general advantage against common menu (Q2), is the ribbon interface “Office 2016”-alike more readable than “Office 2007” one (Q3), can the actions with ribbon interface be performed faster (Q4), does the ribbon interface help to memorize the recipes for common operations (Q5), is the POS software more comfortable than the others you know (Q6)? All the questions had the scale from 1 (strong disagreement) to 5 (strong agreement).

Fig. 6. Average scores for particular questions from the questionnaire about the latest version of the POS software with ribbon menu.

Average response rate about 4.5 (compare Fig. 6) confirms that UCD approach was the right choice. It helped to develop the software which fits very well to users’ preferences. There were some users with a bit more conservative approach, sceptical about the newness and their opinions proved to be decisive for slightly lower ratings in questions 2 and 3. People accustomed to proven solutions are naturally less inclined to accept and appreciate significant changes. On the other hand, the results for the question about memorizability (Q5) point out, that objective indicators for ribbon menu are much better than superficial opinions about it.

Incremental development process took less resources than classic waterfalk model, although the time needed was probably longer. The usage of stable and backwards compatible software toolset seems to be another essential factor in the agile UCD. When the subsequent iterations were taking their time, there was no pressure on extra effort involved with the maintenance of the IDE, compiler and software libraries. Instead of that, the novel possibilities, as for example ribbon interface, appeared and were ready to implement. This way the POS project went from the very basic menu driven application to modern looking one. User experience of the project gained much from that solution without extensive costs.

The initial experiments shown, that in general the ribbon interface optimizes the effort of the user. The reduction of mouse movement and number of clicks is significant, which increases the reliability of actions and helps in faster work (Fig. 5). The extra factor concluded from these experiments is the size of controls and necessity of thorough project for layout of every ribbon tab, in order to profit from Fitts’s law as much as possible.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

UCD introduced into the development process of the POS software was a key factor of success. It helped to design an interface that users desired, suitable for the necessary activities, but not complicated. This way the quality of user experience increased with every novel version of the software, eventually reaching the modern and effective ribbon menu form.

All three versions of the software profited from the UCD approach, although the scope of the improvements was variable: from the very tiny details to significant rearrangements of the whole user interface. The cooperation between the developers and the users of the system was fluent and agile, as UCD model did not force any artificial restrictions and time frames.

The survey of users’ opinions about the software system designed this way leads to interesting conclusions. First, the users profit from easiness and memorizability of the ribbon interface. On the other hand, some users have of course doubts when it comes to fundamental changes in UX.

In general, the evaluation of the satisfaction and experiments regarding some objective characteristics confirmed usefulness of the user-centered design methodology. Further research steps can be focused on statistical analysis of user behaviour with the use of actiontracking [37] and optimization of the controls’ placement and sizing.
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